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ASUS ROG Falchion Ace keyboard USB QWERTY English Black

Brand : ASUS Product code: 90MP0346-BKEA01

Product name : ROG Falchion Ace

- Compact design: 65% keyboard in a 60% frame masterfully incorporates arrow and navigation keys
- ROG NX mechanical switches: Lubricated stem and housing for smoother clicks and to eliminate
bouncing noise respectively, fast actuation and ROG-tuned force curves for great, consistent keystrokes
- Learn more about ROG NX mechanical switches
- Better typing experience: Specially designed ROG switch stabilizer to ensure smooth keystrokes and
stability for longer keys, plus ROG PBT doubleshot keycaps and built-in sound-dampening foam for
improved acoustics
- Intuitive control: Interactive touch panel for easy adjustments and customization
- Dual USB-C®: Flexible port placement for a neater setup, and enable users to quick-toggle switch
between two PCs
- Ergonomic design: Three keyboard tilt angles for comfort and control
- Portable protection: Innovative keyboard cover case provides on-the-go protection
65%, ROG NX Mechanical, USB-C, Per-Key RGB LEDs, 1000 Hz, black

Keyboard

Recommended usage * Gaming
Device interface * USB
Keyboard key switch * Mechanical
Keyboard layout * QWERTY
Keyboard language * English
Pointing device *
Keyboard form factor * 65%
Numeric keypad *
Keyboard key switch technology ROG NX Red
Keycaps Double shot
Keycaps material Polybutylene terephthalate (PBT)
Windows keys
Hot keys
Programmable hot keys
Multimedia keys
Polling rate 1000 Hz

Design

Backlight *
Backlight type RGB LED
Backlight colour Multi
Adjustable backlight
Wrist rest
Product colour * Black

Design

Surface coloration Monochromatic

Features

USB connector type USB Type-C
Anti-ghosting
USB 3.2 Gen 1 (3.1 Gen 1) Type-C
ports quantity 2

Power

Power source type * USB

Mouse

Mouse included *

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported Windows 10, Windows 11

Weight & dimensions

Keyboard dimensions (WxDxH) 305.79 x 101 x 37.5 mm
Keyboard weight 730 g

Packaging data

Warranty card
Number of products included * 1 pc(s)
Package width 368 mm
Package depth 143 mm
Package height 60 mm
Package weight 940 g
Package type Box
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